Why is INFORMA
unique?

INFORMA is the company leader in the supply of Commercial, Financial, Sectorial and Marketing
Information on companies and businessmen, in order to increase clients' and suppliers' knowledge
and minimize business risk.
INFORMA, created in 1992, has turned into the indisputable leader in the sale of business
information for businesses.

This leadership (58 millions in 2015) allows INFORMA to bet for innovation thanks to a great
investment capacity:
Investment in information purchase and handling (12 million euros
annually): apart from being ahead in the filed accounts purchase (we do
foresee to close this campaign with more than 700,000 purchased filed
accounts). INFORMA uses the new and most advanced tools that have
allowed the handling of new filed accounts information, more press media or
new sources from the Social Security and the State Tax Administration
Agency.
Investment in the design of new products and services: in the past few
years, INFORMA's portfolio has increased fed with exclusive products as
Informa's Strategic Report, Online Reputation Report, Payment Behaviour;
Report with Collection, Credit Reclassification File, Duns 100,000 or
Individuals Non-Payments Report. Besides, it is on a constant
improvement of its users experience reflected in the launching of services as
Premier Service or free monitoring.
Investment in risk indicators: INFORMA knows the importance of a
constant improvement of Informa's Rating and it is constantly incorporating
methodological upgrades in this risk model to continue increasing its
predictivity and obtaining a better reflection of the current economic situation;
it has also launched its new Liquidity Score to help in the prevention of
payment delays on its clients.
Investment in participations: so as to diversify its products and services
range to cover all the sectors implied in the information management with
products as the Trusted Third Party Services of Logalty, INFORMA
participates in Experian Bureau de Crédito, CTI Tecnología y Gestión,
Logalty and Serfel.
Technological investment: INFORMA establishes collaborations with the
greater technological leaders, as the project in which it is currently
immerse with IBM with a scope that covers making its systems much more
efficient thanks to an increased performance and security.
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The main added value of INFORMA D&B is the quality. After an exhaustive
data collection and treatment process, INFORMA D&B can offer the most
comprehensive National Information Database.
INFORMA can upload 700,000 balance-sheets and data coming from all
the annual financial reports per year and this allow us to have our reports
permanently updated with the most recent financial statements information.
INFORMA is the only company processing internally all the available
information sources; it updates 150,000 data per day paying special
attention to the coherence in those data with 13 people exclusively devoted
exclusively to this task.
With more than 150 INFORMA carries out 100,000 proactive calls per year
and carries out inactive businesses detection processes (more than
120,000 companies are classified annually).
INFORMA has exclusive defaults of payment information, as Experian
Bureau Empresarial, bank and multi - sectorial defaults of payment (EBE
Defaults of Payments) with free monitoring with a better Informa's rating
calibration thanks to the possibility of monitoring RAI variations.
And, so as to offer better financial solutions, INFORMA establishes
important agreements with third parties, each of them leaders on their
respective sectors, whose result are tools as SABI, Leanus or Companies
Valuations.
For all those reasons INFORMA was the first Spanish business and financial
database in obtaining AENOR's quality certificate, It does currently have the
ISO 9001 certification. It does also have other certifications as ISO 14001
and EFR (Family-Responsible Company), apart from being listed in the
Best Workplaces 2014, 2015 and 2016, which means being among 50 best
companies to work in Spain.

INFORMA does not only offer the best information online service but it also
aspires to be close to its clients.
For this, it has the latest trends to contact with the Customer Service
through the website, the online chat or Twitter.
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INFORMA forms part of CESCE, reference group in the comprehensive management of commercial
risk, with more than 1,600 employees serving over 140,000 customers, with a turnover exceeding 420
million euros.
For all those reasons, 3 million users, 89% of the Ibex 35 companies and more than 95% of the
financial entities trust in INFORMA to take their risk decisions through the brands Informa, eInforma
y DBK.
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Customer Service

 customerservice@informa.es

 902 178 078
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